Authorized Sublocations for Special Collections and University Archives

ARCHIV ....... Archives (alphanumeric call numbers)
COLLX ......... Item listed in a Collection Level Record. Any item in this sublocation should be shadowed in the Library Catalog.
MAP ............ Map Collection
M-FILM ........ Microfilm (alphanumeric call numbers)
MSS............ Manuscript Collection (* for a few) (alphanumeric call numbers)
NEWSP ........ Newspaper Collection* (alphanumeric call numbers)
PERIII .......... Periodicals (shelved by title)
R-PUBS......... Rutgers Publications
R-THES......... Rutgers Theses (* for most)
SNCLNJ ...... Donald A. Sinclair New Jersey Collection, Open Stacks
SNCLX........ Sinclair Rare Books
SNCLXF ...... Sinclair Folio (Oversize) Rare Books
SNCLY....... Sinclair Envelope size 1
SNCLY2....... Sinclair Envelope size 2
SNCLY3....... Sinclair Envelope size 3
SNCLY4....... Sinclair Envelope size 4
SNCNJF ...... Sinclair Folio (Oversize)
X............. Rare Books
X-BURR...... Aaron Burr Collection
X-ELAW ...... English Law (Great Britain)
X-ELEC........ Election Day Sermons
X-FAST ......... Fast Day Sermons
XFOLIO ...... Folio (Oversize) Rare Books
X-FOLIO2..... Elephant Folio (Oversize) Rare Books. Not to be confused with "XEFOLIO," the Art Library's designation for the same type of item.
X-FOUR ....... Fourth of July Orations
X-FRIE......... Publications by the Religious Society of Friends
X-FULL .......J.F.C. Fuller Collection. Mostly uncataloged; see the finding aid for the manuscript collection (MC 1250) for a full listing.
X-GRIF ........Books from and related to the William Elliot Griffis Collection (MC 1015).
X-IMPR.........Imprint Collection (alphanumeric call numbers)
X-IMP2 .........Imprint 2 Collection (alphanumeric call numbers)
X-JU ..........Juvenile Collection (alphanumeric call numbers)*
X-PBK.........PhiBK (alphanumeric call numbers)
X-QNS ..........Queens Collection
X-REF ..........Rare Books Reference Collection
XRICH ........ Horace G. Richards Collection of fiction set in New Jersey.
X-SLAV .........Slavery Collection (alphanumeric call numbers)
X-TEMP .........Temporary Collection.* Actually Kriendler Food and Wine Collection and Zane Grey Collection.
X-TEXT ........Textbook Collection* (alphanumeric call numbers)
X-TEX3.........Textbook 3 Collection* (alphanumeric call numbers)
X-TEX4.........Textbook 4 Collection* (alphanumeric call numbers)
X-THAN .......Thanksgiving Collection
X-WASH.......Washington Orations (Orations about George Washington)

*Material is stored off-site and requires advanced notice of two working days to be retrieved.